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I

 She’s leaving. She stands before me, says goodbye. God she’s beautiful. We fall forward slightly 
then catch each other. Finally, an embrace–after years of flirting. She lifts her head, presses her lips 
against my cheek. I reciprocate. The universe dissolves, leaving nothing but her, me, and the tiny 
patch of ground we stand on. With closed eyes and without deliberation, we kiss on the lips a few 
times. Acting on a momentary impulse, I lean over, mutter in her ear, “I love you.” We look into each 
other’s eyes ever so briefly, kiss again. And again. The last time our lips meet, we almost open our 
mouths. Then she disappears.

She Came to Visit

 “The mime now proceeded to spread a picnic blanket, and, instantly, my old confusion set in. 
He was either spreading a picnic blanket or milking a small goat. Next, he elaborately removed his 
shoes, except that I’m not positive they were his shoes, because he drank one of them and mailed the 
other to Pittsburgh.”
  -Woody Allen, “A Little Louder, Please”

She crept into the deepest reaches of my consciousness and will never fathom the acute revisions she induced. 
Her elegant presence continues to reverberate within every space she occupied. She is gone now, but the 
essence of her frightening originality has become a permanent fixture.
 We co-existed for three days in relative mutual comfort, most of it sans verbal communication. 
Awkwardness was tempered with respect. Misunderstandings dissolved within seconds. Our brief, intermittent 
conversations rarely contained irrelevancies; they were typically enlightening.
 Dullness eluded the mundane nature of our activities. Things like being stuck in traffic or standing in line 
seemed every bit as interesting as anything I could have planned. Our time was passed in ruthless consideration 
for our confidential perceptions. Eye contact was rare, physical contact was negligible.
 We went for a walk in the small hours of the morning. We experienced the reciprocal transformation 
from mental images based on years of correspondence to human beings. We expressed aspects of our creativity 
that the other was previously unaware of. Our interminable tolerance for self-indulgent distractions allowed us 
the freedom to reveal our unobscured selves.
 I cannot conceive of a purer relationship than one between a celibate man and a celibate woman. In the 
absence of carnal uneasiness, the norms of conventional feminine/masculine interaction dissipate. When free 
from the constraints of vain posturing, myriad levels of communication without language emerge.
 I can say no more.

(1997)
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The Virtual Leper Colony

The origin of my pathetic state is not known. I sit at a bar, reading, ignoring the alluring glances of the stunning 
bartender. I go out for fear of spending too much time alone only to pine for my refuge, returning with a slight 
beer buzz and booting up the word processor immediately; attempting to compose a penetrating diatribe, only 
to come up with mediocre drivel.
 The mail carrier arrives consistently, yet I check my box twice, hoping the neighbors don’t notice my 
sad trudge across the asphalt. How could have I become one of those who pleads with imaginary deities for 
the validation of an envelope with a hand-written address? The prospect of actual contact with actual people 
has become a frightening one, while there seems to be no greater joy than a page of barely-legible greetings.
 Take heed: Never bring Global Mail to a bar with you.

(1996)

Nothing Like the Taste of a Pilfered Banana

During the first nine months of living here, I felt disconnected. Almost every glance at the skyline caused me 
to remind myself where I was. I kept saying to myself, “So this is Nashville.” I had recently done three days 
of temp work for a company I’m ashamed to admit I worked for; most of the time was spent riding around 
the surrounding area in a truck. Looking at the scenery, it was difficult to grasp that I was in a different part of 
the country than I had ever been. Attempting to force this to sink in, I repeated the word Tennessee to myself 
over and over.
 One Sunday morning as I was getting ready for work, I heard about the Dark Side of the Moon/Wizard 
of Oz connection on NPR. My brother had told me about it earlier in the week, and I was keen to try it. I 
called my friends Clay and Tony to see if they’d be into checking it out that evening, but I got their machine. 
I called again from work and spoke with Clay. He said that he and several other people I know were going to 
be playing volleyball at Hooter’s that afternoon, and I should go there after work. So I did.
 Clay is one of the first people I met when I moved to Nashville. He was a Caucasian of average build 
with brown eyes and thick, black hair. We hit it off right away, instantly becoming friends. He had grown up 
with a father in the music industry, and he was a very talented singer, guitar player, and songwriter.
 I got to Hooters and saw Cullen, a tall, genuine, good-natured guy whom I’d hung out with a few times. 
He was with Clay and two fellows I’d never met before. One was named Jeremy, and I think the other’s name 
was Chris. Apparently, Clay, Jeremy, and Chris went to High School together. We were joined by Karen, a 
friend of Cullen’s whom I’d never met. I was in my uncomfortable retail clothes, and planned to have a beer 
or two and go home. Clay mentioned something about a music festival downtown that they’re all going to, 
and I could join them if I liked. I said okay.
 We decided to meet up at Cullen’s condo, park our six individual cars, carpool to the parking lot of 
Jeremy’s father’s business, and walk downtown from there. Chris decided not to go with us. I rode in Clay’s 
car with Jeremy to the parking lot and began to get the feeling that it was going to be a very good evening. We 
parked and got out of the car, then Karen and Cullen pulled up and said that we were too far to walk, and they 
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could probably find a good spot downtown. We agreed that it would be quite a hike (especially for me with 
my $15 dress shoes), and piled into Karen’s car. Clay had found a pornographic picture in the parking lot, and 
I considered that bit of random oddness a good sign.

We drove downtown, and I learned of the super-secret downtown Nashville parking lot. We walked towards 
the music festival, and it hit me that this was the first time I’d ever been on foot in downtown Nashville at dusk. 
I saw that the charm of the older buildings and the style of newer ones blended together without dissonance. I 
told myself again, “So this is Nashville.”
 We arrived at the festival, walked through the gate, and heard a blend of Country and Bluegrass music 
coming from all directions. It took me a bit to realize that there was only one source of music, and it was 
echoing off the buildings. I was thirsty as shit and needed a beer. But first, we had to find the facilities. Clay 
went into the Port-A-Potty, and Cullen decided that we should all hide behind a truck and watch Clay’s 
reaction when he comes out and doesn’t see us. Clay came out and looked around in a daze for a moment, but 
Jeremy forgot about the trick and waved at him.
 Karen, Cullen and Clay wanted some food, so we walked over to the food stands, towards the source of 
the music. Jeremy and I walked over to see the show. It was a big-production Country act, and I asked Jeremy 
who it was. He said that it was EmmyLou Harris. Her voice struck me–she did backing vocals on the only 
good album Bob Dylan ever made. My eyes refocused to take in the whole scene. We were in the parking lot 
of the Davidson County Courthouse–an enormous, stately building. The stage was set up on the Courthouse 
steps. It was EmmyLou Harris up there. My mind screamed a single “NASHVILLE!” and I would never look at 
this city with the eyes of a stranger again. (I later found out that it really wasn’t EmmyLou Harris–but I thought 
it was, and that’s what matters.)
 My friends wanted to find the stage where another band would be playing. On the way, I finally got 
a beer. The other stage area had your typical Alternagrunge types standing around with Jane’s Addiction 
blasting from the speakers. There were some older people hanging out as well, which put an odd twist to the 
vibe. Clay went off schmoozing and Cullen and Karen were chatting, leaving Jeremy and me standing around 
talking about music. Then I saw her. She was standing alone, no one within twenty feet. She was wearing a 
black leather jacket, her hands in her pockets. Her pose exuded more sexiness than Michelle Pfeiffer and Faye 
Dunaway put together. It took all my resolve to ignore the instinct to walk over and start talking to her. Jeremy 
was standing with his back to her, and I pointed her out to him. He said, “Oh yeah, I saw her.” He then said 
that he has to be careful about flirting since he’s engaged. I told him that even though I’m celibate, I still look. 
He immediately retorted with, “Well, sure...if you’re celibate, you’ve got to look.”
 The band started. They were a “Punk Rock” outfit from Athens, Georgia. They were tight, making use 
of feedback and general noise. They were playing under a Budweiser sign, with a bunch of kids who paid ten 
bucks to get in dancing before them. My mind was saturated with anger. None of my friends were impressed, 
either, so we found the “African” show. It was at the VH-1 pavilion. The drummer, percussionist, guitarist, and 
trombone player were all white. They played very white. The lead guy had a Nigerian accent that I suspect was 
faked. The stage had three huge VH-1 logos on it, and the light show consisted of multicolored VH-1 logos 
flashing about the stage. The audience was told to praise God and watch VH-1.

I went to a Port-A-Potty and learned that there is no place to set down a beer in one of those things. The Port-
A-Potty was closer to the “Punk Rock” stage area than the “African” show, and I wanted to see if I could catch 
another glimpse of the mystery woman. She was standing in the same spot. I walked across the parking lot to see 
her better and just fucking stared. I had to rejoin my friends, and left, walking directly past her, casually glancing 
over. She wasn’t facing me, but on my third and final casual glance–just as I was walking past–she smiled.
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 All four of my friends danced to the groovy “African” rhythms, while I watched Karen’s purse. That was 
the last show of the evening. On the way back to the gate, Cullen spied some bananas behind a food stand. He 
walked over and casually grabbed one. Then Jeremy walked back and took a whole bunch. We stood in front 
of the gate, waiting to finish our beers. Each one of us had a banana. We were quite inebriated and thoroughly 
enjoyed the surrealism of the moment.
 Then we went back to Cullen’s condo. Karen went home, but Tony joined us. Cullen had bought beer, 
but I turned one down because I was going to be driving home. Then he said what was the sweetest phrase my 
ears could have heard at that moment: “Quarter beer in a chilled mug?” We sat around and talked for a while, 
and then someone said something about making some music. Yeah, five drunken songwriters passing around 
an acoustic guitar at one in the morning...that’s Nashville.

(1997)

A Ferret Loathing Las Vegas

It must have been somewhere on 440, the freeway that loops around Nashville to the south, where Clay and I 
shifted into a parallel universe. Things were normal at his house, but by the time we reached West End Avenue, 
we were not in the same world in which we had awaken.
 While Clay was purchasing beer in a convenience store, I stood by the car and had a cigarette. I was 
struck by sheer oddness of the office buildings in that part of town, astounded that the peculiarities had escaped 
my notice for so long. It seemed unlikely that the architects of these sinister edifices could have passed a drug 
test.
 Flashing lights on wooden barricades lined the side street. We passed two large industrial vehicles parked 
near the sidewalk. A small crew of men wearing orange vests sauntered about. There was a police car parked 
nearby.
 Clay parked in the lot of a Christian school, three blocks past the hub of the commotion. Having never 
been in the area before, I cautiously followed Clay as he walked toward the work site. We approached a house 
with a small crowd on the porch; two men, just feet from the steps, diligently removed dirt from the ground 
amid the flashing lights.
 We walked past the workers and onto the porch where we found Michael, a supportive, entertaining 
fellow who used to work at the bar I would hang out at, where Clay used to work. I was introduced to someone, 
and it was pointed out that the guys digging the hole were given free access to a cooler of beer.
 Michael, Clay, and I went inside. It’s a sad convention that heterosexual males are immediately flustered 
when thrust into the presence of gay people. It takes me a good thirty seconds to force myself into acceptance, 
even though every cell in my brain understands the intrinsic decency of unconventional affection.
 It was later pointed out that the party was attended primarily by the members of a lesbian softball team–
the women outnumbered the men by about three-to-one. I regard myself as celibate, yet it was disheartening 
to spend hours at a party with over forty women and only have two look at me like they wanted me.
 Anyway, the three of us made our way toward the back of the house. Clay handed me a beer, took one 
for himself, deposited the rest into a cooler in the hallway, then went to the restroom. Michael had gone into 
the kitchen. By the time I located him, he was hanging out with some people I didn’t know. Not wanting to 
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intrude on the conversation, craving a cigarette and seeing no ashtrays, I returned to the front porch.
 It was empty. The two rugged men persisted in their toil on the lawn below, taking no notice of my 
arrival. I sat in a chair, smoked a cigarette, and inwardly pondered the social discord regarding homosexuality...
concluding that such musings have no place at a party.
 By the time I returned to the kitchen, Clay had gone to get his acoustic guitar, and Michael was elsewhere. 
Alone in a room full of strangers, I positioned myself in a vacant corner near the back door. A tall fellow, 
explicitly congenial, walked in and stood next to me. He greeted me, introduced himself, and asked if I wanted 
to smoke a joint. After the obligatory pause, I said, “Uh, okay.”
 I hadn’t been high in a while, and it hit me like a rock. With the amplitude of acumen skyrocketing, the 
discreet transcendence of character began. Analytical facilities dilated, adaptation to the bizarre paradigm 
was treacherous but swift. Comprehensive perspective dissolved as sundry microscopic details ascended to 
foremost prominence. The prosaic division between cerebral and corporeal faded, provoking a barrage of 
intuitive data, timidly triggering all kinds of dubious deductions.
 I studied the activity in the room. Routine gestures and glances took on monumental significance–the 
inner workings of each mind revealed themselves across the subliminal domain. Even the folks who didn’t 
partake of the potent tetrahydrocannabinol seemed to be pondering my confidential perceptions. Not one face 
was familiar, and each expressed suspicion. I was convinced that each gesticulation was made in regard to my 
presence.
 I was...the mysterious stranger. Is he shy or is he arrogant? Is he straight or is he gay? Is he coming on 
to me? Is he a big homophobe, or what?
 In such situations, I deliberately exhibit a nervous demeanor, concealing my cynical speculations while 
soliciting compassion. This evening, however, I was inspired by a recent trip to the dollar show–emulating 
Johnny Depp being told how to act like Hunter S. Thompson by Terry Gilliam, I absurdly exaggerated each 
facial illustration. I must have looked like a crazy person.
 Clay returned with guitar in tow, inviting me to the front porch. By that point, my chemically-induced 
hyperperception had inflated into psychic communication. Passing through the two amply populated rooms, 
it was clear which people were interested in the shenanigans of the mysterious stranger. Each individual was 
acknowledged with a slight nod, a sharp glance, a misplaced step, a seemingly indiscriminate movement of 
the hands. They instantaneously reciprocated, transmitting their approval or disapproval across the subliminal 
domain.

The men were laboring away, the sound of machinery pervaded the scene, an intense floodlight was activated 
from the sidewalk; yet, it was infinitely more serene than inside the house. Clay and Michael passed the 
guitar back and forth, performing original numbers as well as renditions of popular songs. Michael crooned 
passionately to rapturous white-person blues. The workers seemed to be enjoying the show very much.
 I went back in to grab a round of beers, and by the time I made it back to the porch, the statement was 
mentally well rehearsed: “You have no idea what it’s like to force your way through a crowd of dirty dancing 
lesbians.” I had to stand there for, like, twenty seconds, awaiting an opportunity to get around a couple who 
couldn’t seem to get enough of those funky rhythms.
 Michael and Clay appreciated the sentiment, and it was decided that it would make a good song title. We 
joked about it for a moment; one of the workers heard part of the conversation and said to his buddy, “Hey, 
they’re going to play a song called ‘Dirty Dancing Lesbians!’” They awaited eagerly.

As I crossed the threshold of the living room and the room which was, at that moment, a libidinous dance hall, 
a crazed lesbian decided to confront the mysterious stranger. She lunged in front of me, forcing a face-to-face 
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showdown. Either it was a fit of shrewd timing on her part or the scheme was concocted while I was on the 
porch, but she was wearing sunglasses. Unable to make eye contact, I somehow made it past.
 Standing in the hallway with Clay, I was introduced to a bunch of people. Clay assumed the role of my 
personal PR guy, as he often does: “Dave’s a writer...” A woman said, “So, you’re a songwriter...?” I smugly 
replied, “Both kinds.” What do I know from being social?
 The action on the dance floor in the adjacent room was in full swing. I had just entered the kitchen, about 
to break in on a conversation between Michael and the tall, congenial fellow, when a flurry of exuberance 
hopped through the hallway. I do not wish to offend anyone, but there is something amusing about a lesbian 
conga line.
 Before long, a lot of the straight people were in the other room, gawking at the uninhibited eroticism. 
Uncomfortable being a spectator to such raw humanity, I mostly hung around the kitchen, pretending not to 
notice everyone pretending not to notice me, occasionally checking up on the activity about the dance floor.
 At one point, I noticed a woman looking around at everything like a crazy person, her eyes jolting all over 
the place. I wondered if she was mocking me or if she too dealt with paranoia by acting exceedingly nervous. 
At any rate, I decided that, from that point on, my eyes would remain as firmly fixed ahead as possible.
 Lighting my last cigarette, I told Clay that I needed to go to his car and get my other pack. He handed me 
his keys while an older woman looked on from a short distance. She seemed to think we were lovers arguing 
about who was sober enough to drive home

Being an inordinately retentive person, I’m apprehensive about using the restroom at a party. I can never tell 
how long I’m going to have to stand there waiting to go, and the line of impatient drunks behind the door 
keeping tabs on who’s in there and how long they’ve been inside tends to complicate matters. Besides, it had 
been a while since I’d pissed on religious property.
 So I retrieved my cigarettes from Clay’s car and began to scope out the scene. Behind the Christian 
school was a playground–too much open space. There was a staircase leading into the ground with a door at 
the bottom–the likelihood of someone being inside was negligible, but it still seemed chancy. Finally I spotted 
the huge air conditioning units humming away behind the wall. I wouldn’t be 100% concealed from the view 
of any passersby, but the risk was necessary.
 As I was zipping up, a car came from behind the playground, driving slowly. I adjusted to the most 
nonchalant position possible and began composing reasonable explanations for being there.
 It drove through, but it seemed prudent to not go out the way the car went, the way I came. So I took a 
scenic detour through the upscale neighborhood. It felt safer than the part of town I called home, and some of 
the homes were fashionably designed, but the atmosphere of undiluted opulence sickened me.
 Sweating slightly, I returned to the party. A worker pulled me aside as I approached. He thanked me for 
the beer; I indicated that I had nothing to do with it. He then rambled on for four or five minutes about how 
stupid people are. I concurred.
 By the time I located Clay inside the house, he was ready to leave. We walked from the kitchen to the 
front porch, and I said my subliminal goodbyes to everyone who possessed the ability to communicate without 
language.

As I passed under the sign denoting the forking of 40 and 440, I pondered the huge green slab of metal, 
felt a psychic connection to it. I looked at each passing sign as a separate work of art, yet part of a cohesive 
exhibition. Lines on the pavement, mile markers, landscaped embankments, overpasses–it all appeared as 
one massive, beautiful work of art. It became clear that modern civilization’s freeway system is a far loftier 
achievement than, say, the pyramids at Giza.
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 Later that morning, as I lifted my head from the pillow and noted the LED display on my clock–forty-
five minutes past the time I was supposed to have been at work–I knew that I had shifted back into ordinary 
reality.

(1998)

Blackstone

My friend Dustin moved from Harrisonburg to Nashville a few months before I followed him.  Before I 
actually moved, I spent a week with Dustin and his roommates to find a place to live. It was a crazy scene, it 
may have been a couple of days before I even got a newspaper. Dustin worked at Blackstone Restaurant & 
Brewery on West End Avenue. During that week, I hung out there a bit and made some friends.
 The guy who wrote the book on home brewing–literally–was the brewmaster at Blackstone. The beer 
was too tasty. There were a lot of attractive waitresses and regulars, it was a tad overwhelming–I’d never been 
around so many beautiful women with whom I could capably have conversations.
 One of the first people I met at Blackstone was a very nice fellow named Clay. We hit it off immediately. 
He was a singer/songwriter, like me, like everyone else. The whole crowd would sometimes go to Dustin’s 
apartment after the bar closed. One time Dustin’s co-worker and roommate, Tony, played one of his songs. 
When he was done, Clay called it “commercial.” I was waiting for Tony to punch him in the face. I eventually 
learned that that’s not an insult in Nashville.
 It was the classic “big fish in a little pond” syndrome. In Harrisonburg, my friends would tell me how 
much they liked my music, how I was a brilliant, gifted songwriter. I had a big head.
 Blackstone was the hub of my social life for a good while. I’ve always been a sloppy drunk, but I think 
many times it was an entertaining drunkenness. I was well liked among the Blackstone crowd…at first. I was 
doing a zine, The Crisp Fabric, and the first issue that came out while I was living in Nashville was issue 
three. In it, I admitted to virginity–I was twenty-six. Most everyone found that endearing. In issue four, I told 
a vulgar tale of a drunken, sexual escapade. Suddenly, many people had a severe dislike for me, there was a 
lot of hatred emanated in my general direction. By the time I split the scene for Virginia, though, all but one 
person had come around to being friendly to me again.
 I’d made a few friends with whom I am still in touch.  Jerry was my therapist. No matter how drunk and 
rambling I got, he would listen politely. Clay, Dustin, and Tony are still good friends. I was able to hang out with 
Clay in Atlanta some months ago. Larry and Amanda were some of my biggest fans; they received two of my 
chapbooks, Soylent Plath and St. Swithen’s Day. Every writer strives to move a reader to tears. The rap parody 
in St. Swithen’s Day got Amanda laughing so hard she was in tears, she told me.
 The last time I visited Blackstone was September 12, 2001. I talked to a couple of people, but the 
volume on the televisions way too loud–I went there to get away from the news. I got just drunk enough to 
break into tears when I got home. The sad thing is that I wasn’t crying for all those people who were killed, I 
was crying for myself–how lonesome I was. Blackstone was the only place I had where I could get out and be 
social, and it failed me.

(2012)
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That Day
 

 Whatever was happening dissolves. I find myself in an empty downtown area. There are two 
incredibly tall, white buildings in the middle of a large, vacant circle. Suddenly, people and plant life 
start appearing on the concrete. A tiny airplane flies into one of the tall, white buildings. There is a 
small puff of smoke.

The clock radio came on, it was the news. I didn’t have anywhere to be on that day, the alarm was set on 
accident. The newscaster said something about an airplane crashing into the World Trade Center. I groggily 
got up and turned the radio off, too sleepy to process the information on the news–I figured it was no big deal 
and went right back to sleep. I had another dream about a huge, green, spruce goose-looking airplane landing 
in an empty field; then being in a very crowded and chaotic office building in a large city.
 When I did get up, I turned on the television and saw the pillar of black smoke rising from Manhattan. 
What? It took me several minutes to put together what the newscasters were saying. All four hijacked airplanes 
had crashed by the time I turned the television on. I made my coffee and stayed tuned to the television for at 
least an hour, trying to absorb the gravity of what happened.
 I went outside; my neighbor, Knuckles, was out there. I said, “I guess things are going to be different 
from now on.” We discussed the events then went to another neighbor’s apartment a few duplexes down. Otis 
was getting ready to go to work–he worked security at some government facility in downtown Nashville, was 
called in because of the attacks. Watching the crowds of people running, he said that if he were there, he’d be 
looking for valuables people may have dropped. There, for the first time, I saw the video of the towers crashing 
down. Otis’s girlfriend, Pooh, came in–she hadn’t heard anything about anything. I didn’t care to go over the 
whole story again, so I left.
 I returned to my apartment and watched television until the neighborhood kids got home from school. 
They were all confused.  One girl was in student government, and they watched the situation unfold. She saw 
the second plane crash live. Stupidly, I told her, “If there’s one thing America’s good at, it’s kicking ass.” 
That was supposed to make her feel better. Another little girl asked me if I’d heard what happened, and I said 
sarcastically, “Oh no, I didn’t hear anything.” We were all confused, but I should have known better.
 A few years earlier, a tornado had come through the neighborhood, several blocks down. I drove through 
the damaged area and told myself that I would never forget the feeling I had. Of course, I did. It’s the same 
thing with 9/11, I have forgotten how terrible I felt on that day. Even now, thinking about it enough to write 
about it, I can’t recapture the horror.

(2005)

My Neighborhood

White houses with substantial portions missing lined the street, not one of them unimpaired. Most retained 
only a fraction of their original structures. The divergent greens of young leaves dappled the scene, piercing 
my senses with horror–if a single tree remained in the ground, it escaped my notice.
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 I had no business there, only excuses to rationalize the indulgence of my rapt curiosity. The experience of 
witnessing a tornado’s destruction less than ten blocks from my uninjured home has changed my consciousness 
profoundly; still, having been a part of the endless stream of gawkers that impaired the difficult work being 
done ruefully tempers the abstract insight gained.
 The images of urban obliteration had nullified my capacity for intelligible discernment. On my way 
home, at the outer edge of the wasteland, I saw the splintered carcass of a large tree covering a driveway. 
Comparatively, this sight alone was nothing spectacular. My attention was drawn to a woman with a broom, 
sweeping away the tiny fragments of debris that covered the concrete. I was struck by the concurrent 
hopelessness and nobility that her simple action conveyed. She glanced up at me as I was driving past, and the 
look on her face said, “What the fuck are you looking at, asshole?”
 
(1998) 

Draw Your Own Conclusions

My immediate neighborhood consists of six or so duplexes in a row. A bunch of children, all younger than 
ten, congregate near my duplex each afternoon and make lots of noise playing. The other day, I was lying on 
my couch after work, windows open, about to fall asleep; and this is the conversation I overheard, as best as 
I can remember:

Little girl: I’ll be the mommy.

Little boy #1: Can I be the daddy?

Little girl: You can be the real daddy.

Little boy #2: Who can I be?

Little girl: You can be the boyfriend.

Little boy #1: But, I’m the real daddy.

Little girl: Yes, but you don’t live with me, I live with the boyfriend.

Little boy #1: Oh.

(1996)
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Evelyn Avenue 

For the five years I lived in Nashville, I lived in the same apartment. It was the 
back half of a duplex on Evelyn Avenue, in an area called Inglewood. There 
were five or six duplexes in a row on one side of the street and a house on the 
other side. I kidded myself into thinking it wasn’t a “bad” neighborhood–even 
after the people in the duplex next to me got into a gunfight over a loud stereo. 
One of them got shot in the ear. Yet, it wasn’t a horrible neighborhood. There 
were a few isolated incidents, but most of the time it was okay.
 The neighborhood consisted of a motley assemblage of low-income 
families and individuals. Characters would come and go every couple of 
months. There were over a half-dozen tenants in the apartment across from me 
during the time I lived there. My favorite was Crystal. She was a lot of fun. She 
would knock on my door just to ask if I thought her outfit was cute. The most 
stable neighbor in the other half of my duplex was a fellow named Brook. One 
time, I had to talk him out of shooting his television. Tequila, Saturday Night 
Live, and shotguns don’t mix well.
 The only immediate neighbors who were there the whole time I lived in 
Inglewood were a family of four, the Branches. I still keep in touch with them. The father, Knuckles, became 
one of my best friends. There were all sorts of silly things everyone did. Knuckles started yelling, “Hey, hey, 
hey!” to everyone, then it became the standard greeting. One day, he started calling me “Davey Wavey.” Soon, 
everyone in the neighborhood had an “ey”’ attached to their names.
 There were lots of children. I could name two dozen children with whom I was friends. The two little 
girls who lived across the street stole their grandmother’s car and drove it into a tree. When I first arrived in 
the neighborhood in the fall of 1996, there was one little girl who was the troublemaker. When I left in late 
2001, she was the model of politeness. One four-year-old boy, for no apparent reason, started calling me Dave 
Dave; so from that point on, he was Kyle Kyle.
 The duplexes went through four property managers while I lived there. I wonder if it had something to 
do with me. I complained a lot.
 For a few months, I had the worst possible neighbors in the front half of my duplex. The man would 
yell threats through the wall. They went to one of those rental places and got a huge stereo. The thumpidy-
thump-thump was non-stop. I heard the man beat the woman–I called 911. Her screams made the words blood 
curdling sound like rainbow. The cop came to talk to me after talking to them, and he said that they said her 
mother died, and that’s why she was screaming. No way. They eventually got evicted for not paying rent or 
any bills.
 Okay, fine, it was a horrible neighborhood. On the whole, I did have a nice time while I was there; but if 
I ever did move back to Nashville, I’d find another neighborhood.

(2002)
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Ugly Business

It was late August, 1998. I had just turned twenty-eight and was trying to live positively. My friend Clay was 
hip on the positivity scene, and would sometimes talk about things like “riding a wave of positive energy.” 
Clay was a very nice Caucasian fellow, about as tall as me with short, dark hair and a pleasant countenance. 
We had some differences, but always maintained a fast friendship.
 My apartment in the Inglewood neighborhood of Nashville, Tennessee was nice enough. The rent was 
$360 a month, which wasn’t unreasonable for a place in the city. I saw an ad in the newspaper that said, 
“EAST–Upstairs, clean 1 BR, deck, appliances, carpet, $275/mo.” I saw it as a sign of positivity, called, and 
took a look.
 It was shabby. Cheaply constructed, junk everywhere, wiring problems. But I told myself that I could put 
up with a lot for eighty-five dollars a month. It would be easy to say that I went through this process because 
I was blinded by the idea of riding a wave of positive energy.  While that was a factor, it must be said that 
sometimes I’m just stupid and blind. The landlord said he’d take care of the problems. I decided to take the 
place.
 The landlord was Stephen Meade, and we met at the property to sign a lease and give him the deposit 
and first month’s rent. He had said over the telephone that he would have the place painted; but when we got 
together, he asked if I would paint it for a break on the $175 deposit. No, I did not think far enough to realize 
that the deposit is supposed to come back to me when the lease is up. So, if the deposit was made smaller by 
my extra work, I would get less when I move. I’d end up not being compensated for the labor. Being the former 
house painter I was, though, I thought I could do a better job than anyone who Mr. Meade would hire, and I 
had the color for the baseboards in mind. So I agreed to do the painting for $100 with me buying the paint (my 
idea). He wanted to cut $75 off the deposit, and $25 from October’s rent. I agreed and wrote him a check for 
$325.
 I’m sitting here writing this–using information taken from my notes for the trial–and I had to break out 
the calculator and crunch the numbers several ways before I could get it to make sense. As we’ll see, he did 
that intentionally.
 He did say that he’d fix the door lock and the wiring problems, and would clean up the trash. The 
following evening, I went over to prepare for painting and took my first comprehensive look around. The 
bedroom closet had hay inside and smelled like a barnyard animal. So I called Mr. Meade and told him of 
the problems. He said he would have everything taken care of in the next day. On the next day, I went to the 
apartment. It was still a mess, and the door lock was changed, but not working; and the closets hadn’t been 
cleaned, but had been screwed shut. I had my camera and took pictures.
 The next day I called and angrily told him to refund my money.  He said that he would. I went ahead and 
called my bank to see about cancelling the check. It would have cost $22. That seemed like a lot of money. 
There is only one thing you need to take from this article, and this is it: If you have the chance to end a bad 
situation by cancelling a check, don’t worry about the fee. Just cancel the check and be done with it. He cashed 
the check.
 It posted on the Monday. On the next day, I mailed a certified letter.  That evening, Clay went with me to 
the apartment as a witness to the horrible conditions. I had made a list of things wrong with the place, but when 
Clay looked around, he noticed more things to put on the list. I typed up the full list and gave it to Clay. He 
took it to work and got it notarized. Mr. Meade refused the certified letter, it was returned a few days later.
 When I went to the courthouse downtown, I didn’t know what to write as the reason for suing Mr. 
Meade, so I put down something like, “Breach of oral contract regarding, blah, blah, blah…” Maybe if I had 
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found a cheap lawyer who would I could have consulted with for just 
an hour, I could have known more about what to expect, and how to 
phrase things on the paperwork. The fee I paid to file the lawsuit was 
$54.
 And so came my day in court. Clay took a day off of work to be 
my witness. That was very nice of him. He came to my pad and even 
drove his car to the courthouse. When we got there, it looked like the 
cases were really backed up. We had breakfast in the cafeteria, but 
eventually Clay and I decided that it was going to be hours until my 
case would be heard, if they even got to it that day. He wanted to go 
home, and I could call him when I needed him to come. So we rode back to my place, he went home, and I 
drove back to the courthouse.  For some reason I still fail to understand, I didn’t have a cigarette in the car on 
the way downtown.
 Before I had left to let Clay go home, I saw Mr. Meade walk into the courtroom. He knew a bunch of 
people, the bailiff said, “Hi.”  Anyway, so I got back to the courthouse hallway, and Mr. Meade was standing 
before the doors to the main room. He said that they called us while I was gone, and I followed him to a small 
room where the mediator was. We sat at a round table. There were two people, one was in charge and the other 
was the assistant. The guy in charge said that I would give my case, then Mr. Meade would give his case, then 
the guy would decide. He asked us if we agreed to that, and we said yes.
 That’s not what I was expecting, not at all. I was expecting it to be like on television, where the judge 
would ask me questions, and I would respond. Unnerved and having a nicotine fit, I clumsily made my case 
with my folder full of information. I showed the classified ad, but didn’t point out that it used the word clean. 
Mr. Meade looked at the newspaper and said that it wasn’t the right date. Any little thing he could insert that 
would add doubt to the mediator’s mind…
 …So I ended up with only the deposit returned to me. Not the whole deposit, just the $50 over the 
month’s rent. I tried to explain about the dealings regarding having more of the deposit paid, but Mr. Meade 
insisted that the deposit was only $50, and the mediator let it go at that.
 Mr. Meade left the mediation room before me. I was flabbergasted and enraged. I told the two men in the 
room, “Can’t you see the man’s a crook?” The guy in charge just said that I had ten days to file an appeal.
 I caught up with Mr. Meade on the stairs down. He was saying that even though I got a judgment, there’s 
no way I could make him pay. The only thing on my mind was getting a cigarette. I mentioned that as we 
approached the front door of the courthouse, and he said that if I gave him a cigarette, he’d give me the $50. 
We stepped outside, and he wrote me a check. That didn’t even cover my legal fees for filing the lawsuit. I 
went straight to his bank and cashed the check.
 Around Christmas time that year, I got a check from the State of Tennessee for $104. There wasn’t much 
explanation, just a stub with the words, “Brandt vs. Meade.” I guess it was for the $50 judgment and the legal 
fees. I figure someone caught up with him and the court went back and found all the people he’d wronged.

(2012)
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You Anonymous Cunt

Desperate for a job, I applied with the concession people at the (Nashville) airport. They hired me as a cashier 
at Miami Subs, near gate C-5. Before the first hour of my employment was over, I was utterly astonished that 
a service oriented business could be so poorly run. The woman who was supposed to be in charge was the 
stupidest person I had ever come into contact with on the job. Really.
 There could be written a ten volume set of publications this size listing the customer service errors I 
witnessed in my less than four days of service to CA One Services, Inc. Sure, there would be a few pages 
outlining my fuck-ups, but they were due to a lack of training and having to do three people’s jobs at once...
well, okay, and a hangover on the Sunday.
 There were two registers. One was the “busy” register, and the other was the “slow” one–the place was 
set up so that customers had to be really on the ball to notice the other register. Guess which one I always got 
stuck with.
 I fully comprehend that a new person on a job gets a lot of shit. So what if I had to ring up more people 
than the other cashier, right? I’m getting paid to push buttons and count change. What pissed me off, though, 
is that the other cashier only spent about ten percent of the time at her register. Even when we were busy? 
Especially when we were busy. There were times when I would get five seconds to glance up and see people 
standing in line as far as I could see, then glance over to the other register, and...nobody. She could occasionally 
be seen replacing two Snapples in the cooler. Every time I asked her for some change, she gave me a smart-ass 
remark. The manager would just sit in the back room, eating.
 I dealt with the situation as best as I could. My main concern was for the customers who didn’t want to 
miss their flights. Every dirty look was taken personally. I apologized profusely for each mistake I made and 
honestly felt bad about them all. Near the end of the fourth day, I was beginning to get the hang of things: 
There was no choice but to hold the anger in and smile.

A thunderstorm came upon the airport, and people were hungry. There were more customers than I had seen 
before, standing in line, discontented. The other cashier had disappeared. The stress was almost unbearable, 
but I was proud of myself for keeping up as well as I did. I got into a rhythm, dealing with each passing 
patron as quickly and efficiently as possible. As the pile of ones in the register began to diminish, however, 
the desperation grew. But, some of the customers were sympathetic to my plight, and most seemed to at least 
appreciate that I was working very hard. An attractive girl, about my age, came up to the counter. I rang her 
up and she handed me her credit card. When the receipt came through, she noticed that it had the line that says 
“tip,” as do all credit card receipts in the food service industry (although it’s totally irrelevant for fast food at 
the airport). She seemed to think it was funny, and I kinda laughed along as I was ringing up the fellow behind 
her. Then, with evident disdain, she said, “Sorry, but you’re not getting one.”
 About ten minutes later, I found myself saying to the manager, “I’m out of ones, there’s no one at the 
other register, and I quit.” I didn’t even stick around long enough to see the look on her face.

(1997)
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II

State Road 47

 Have you ever been half-asleep and jarred into consciousness by what feels like an evil presence 
bearing down on upon you? You fight and fight until finally you’re awake. That happened three times 
in Pamplin.

For the five years I lived in Nashville, I stayed in the same apartment. There were all kinds of people all around 
every day. There were at least two dozen children I called friends. It was a very social setting.
 My relocation to Central Virginia was around Christmas time 2001. My brother had noticed that a house 
in Pamplin–a small town about ten minutes east of Appomattox–had been empty for a while. My sister-in-
law called the woman who lived in the house next door to it, Pam. It turned out that Pam’s sister, who lived 
in Roanoke, owned the house and was visiting. It was a three-bedroom ranch, big yard, carport, and a full 
basement. Two of the bedrooms were full of furniture and furnishings, and the basement was piled with junk. 
We agreed on $250 a month.  I wrote the checks to their elderly mother, who lived with Pam.
 The house on the other side was the mayor’s. The population of the city was about two hundred. The 
only prominent businesses were a convenience store and a bank. I didn’t have a street address, I had to get 
a post office box. My brother and his daughter learned from a question on Jeopardy that Pamplin is THE 
SMALLEST CITY IN AMERICA. No shit. Another crazy thing is that on the concrete walkway before the 
house was inscribed 8-12-70, the date the concrete was poured…the day I was born.
 In Tennessee, I had started to acquire a bit of a wine habit–there you have to go to a liquor store to get 
wine. Here in Virginia, they sell wine at the grocery store. There were days when, by noon, I was so drunk 
I couldn’t stand up. (I don’t drink at all anymore.) It was my way of coping with the loneliness. I went from 
seeing lots of people every day to not seeing anyone at all for days at a time.
 When I was preparing to move from Nashville to the area where I grew up, I would imagine bumping 
into old friends at the grocery store, video store all the time. I imagined that there would be a good few women 
I went to high school with who would be all divorced and desperate. That’s not how it is, not at all.
 I don’t know if this needs to be said, but people in tiny Southern towns do not like outsiders. I sometimes 
can have paranoid tendencies, but, in Pamplin, every one really was talking about me. Everyone really did 
want to know everything they could about me. And no one liked me. No one wanted me there. In a way, it was 
awesome; pissing off a bunch of stupid rednecks just by living in their precious little town.
 I’ve always hated laundromats. The house in Pamplin had a washing machine in the basement and a 
good-sized clothesline. The washing machine didn’t work the first time I tried to used it, so, I kicked it and 
yelled profanities. Pam probably heard that and told everyone about it. So, I would go to the laundromat in 
Appomattox, wash my clothes, then bring them back to the house and hang them on the clothesline–that’s how 
much I hated spending time in laundromats. Pam was surely perplexed.
 All the stuff in the back two bedrooms was from their deceased father and ailing mother. I consolidated 
all the stuff except the heavy furniture into one bedroom. While I was at it, I organized and packed everything–
made it all nice and neat. I thought I was going to be there for a while.
 Pam did all the lawn mowing.  I’d been living there for about four months when there had been a few 
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rainy days with one nice day, then rain expected again. I did my laundry on the nice day. Pam wanted to mow 
the lawn, but couldn’t until I had my clothes off the line. The next day, I got a call from her sister saying they 
had found someone to buy the house.

A few years later, I was volunteering at the Appomattox Visitor Information Center, and an interracial couple 
from up North came in looking to learn about the area. They said that they had just bought a house in Pamplin. 
I mentioned that I had lived in Pamplin. They asked me what it’s like, and I couldn’t bear to be honest.

(2005)

I Went to Visit a Friend 

I went to visit a friend in York County, Virginia, near the Chesapeake Bay. I’d never been in the area before. I 
only stayed one night and was kept in suspense about the plans for the evening.
 As we got in the car to head out, he still refused to tell me where we were going. When we got to town, 
I saw a Hooter’s. I was about to make a snide remark, but then he pulled into the parking lot.
 Hooter’s sucks. There are few things lamer than a waitress using her body for tips. Of course, once you 
get used to women wanting you to look at their breasts, it gets tolerable. My friend explained that he only 
hangs out at Hooter’s because there really is nothing else to do.
 We left after about forty minutes. As it turned out, the mystery destination was an exotic dancing club. 
Once inside, I grasped the wisdom behind going to Hooter’s: All inhibitions about ogling women with their 
consent were gone.
 After we shot some pool, we sat down at the stage and set down a couple of dollars. The two scantily 
clad women who danced for us had impressive features, and we enjoyed looking at them. One of them tried to 
make small talk as she spread her legs in front of me. No, that wasn’t annoying.
 After that, my friend shot some pool with the locals, while I hung out and glared at this one waitress. I 
turned my head to the stage and saw a new dancer beginning her shift. Taken by her grace and sense of style, I 
was immediately enthralled. I sat down at the stage and beheld the elegance of her moves as she gave the other 
patrons their dollar’s worth. I eagerly placed my dollar on the stage.
 I was in awe of her ability to appear as if she thoroughly enjoyed every nuance of her performance–as 
though she herself were aroused. She knew exactly what would turn on each individually pathetic person. Her 
antics on the golden pole garnered genuine applause. She was beautiful.  
 As it turned out, her shift ended before she got to me. Disgruntled, I put my dollar back in my pocket and 
walked away. When she returned to the stage, my friend and I sat down. I waited until she noticed someone 
else’s dollar before I placed mine down, so I could ogle her for free at first.
 Her personal performance for me was sensational. She made me feel as if I were the one customer she 
would always remember. I was moved to tell her that I think she’s beautiful. She seemed to like that. Each 
time I looked into her eyes, her stare shot directly to the core of my soul. When my time was up, she gave me 
a sincere “thank you,” then scooped up her dollar and left.
 My friend played some more pool, but was eventually ready for another performance. We returned to our 
seats at the stage and waited for someone with a really kickin’ body to come up. A woman we found marginally 
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hot danced toward us, and we were obliged to set down a dollar. I can only describe her performance as 
lackadaisical.
 Finally, the beautiful one came back on stage. My friend set down his dollar first and appeared pleasantly 
delighted by his personal show. When it was my turn, I asked her name as she began. She said, “Jennifer,” and 
proceeded to dance for my pleasure once again. I found myself making eye contact more often than looking at 
her goodies. I was leaning as far forward as I thought I could get away with. At one point, I was compelled to 
throw another dollar onto the stage for her.
 As she was pumping up and down in front of me, I couldn’t take my eyes off of hers. In my peripheral 
vision, I noticed her right hand seductively patting on her pussy, as if to say, “You’re not paying to look at my 
eyes, there pal.” I looked between her legs for a while, then she tossed her hair about my head. I tilted my neck 
back to look at her face. God, she was beautiful. As I was encased in a shroud of her hair, my eyes were less 
than three inches below hers, our noses almost touching. We did not blink, we did not look away. We examined 
the inner reaches of each other’s being. Time stood still.
 I’d had the experience of locking eyes and making time stand still before, and I had thought it was every 
bit as rare as it is intimate. Now I know it only costs three dollars.

(1996)

Ralph Reed on Vacation

You ever see The Lion King?
 Bob Dole condemned Natural Born Killers after seeing only the first twenty minutes, so it pains me to 
renounce The Lion King having only seen the opening sequence. Watching that film up until the title, however, 
disgusted me enough that I refuse to see more. It is beyond redemption.
 I experienced the opening sequence of The Lion King on a large screen t.v. with a well-setup surround 
sound system. I’d heard many good things about recent Disney animation, but I could never get over my 
dislike of the corporation enough to check any out.
 My initial impression of the film was that it is a brilliant and majestic masterpiece that consumes the 
senses with a vivid bombardment of immaculate images and primal sounds. Watching the perfectly animated 
animals moving swiftly across the plains, it was easy to imagine the joy a young child would feel upon 
experiencing this delightful treat in a movie theater.
 As the story unfolds, we see Simba being carried toward the edge of a cliff by an animal I couldn’t quite 
make out. Simba is triumphantly lifted in the air for the approval of the huge crowd of animals gathered below. 
The animals cheer and a beam of light from the sky shines upon Simba.
 Then it happens. The animal that could be a large weasel holds Simba up to the sky. Simba. The stuffed 
animal. The line of clothing. The Happy Meal toy. Simba. Then the clouds part and many rays of light shine 
down upon Simba as if God is giving His approval to this...product.

In a country that purports to be Christian, why was there not widespread outrage about this? I am not at all 
religious, but the audacity of this profound and blatant use of religious manipulation on a whole generation of 
children angers me to the core of my Catholic roots.
 “God likes Simba so much that He opened up the clouds and shone His pretty light upon him. God wants 
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you to like this movie. God wants you see it again. God wants your parents to purchase the videocassette. God 
wants all of your Christmas presents this year to be based upon this film.”
 Most adults can’t see through that line of shit.

(1996)

I’d Mind My Own Damn Business

Have you seen this show called What Would You Do?  It’s where they set up these completely ridiculous 
scenarios and judge people based on how they react. I’m the sort of person that if you set me up for 
failure, I’m going to fail.
 You can’t get an accurate representation of how people would react to a real situation when the 
situation you’re presenting is so unreal. There’s one where a guy and a girl are at a bar. When the girl gets 
up to use the restroom, the guy puts some kind of powder in the drink. Right there in front of everybody, 
he’s not even trying to be discreet about it. I suppose there are people dumb enough to do that, but people 
can’t be judged for their reaction to something so blatantly preposterous.
 The show toys with people’s emotions. They did this one piece about a woman dressed in traditional 
Muslim clothes who was in a bakery. The clerk was calling her a terrorist and telling her to leave. Some 
of the patrons were getting angry and leaving. Two college girls came in and argued with the clerk, and 
by the time John Quinones came and told them it was fake, one of the girls was in tears. One time, they 
had a baby doll in a locked SUV, and people were supposed to think it was a real baby. One woman called 
911. Did the show producers talk to the 911 people and tell them not to respond to a call about a baby left 
in a car?
 The thing that gets me, though, is the moral tone. John Quinones called the show “A Candid 
Camera of ethics.” Anyone who doesn’t respond exactly the way ABC thinks they should is branded as 
a bad person. There’s this one at a restaurant where the actors are a family with two dads and a little girl. 
The actor playing the waiter was very rudely giving them a hard time about being gay. One couple was 
having dinner and they didn’t respond. So, the little girl walked up to them and said something.  What 
could they do but ignore her? It’s none of their business, they just wanted a nice meal out.
 It’s like that famous Milgram experiment where people were told to administer electric shocks to 
someone who was really an actor. The shocks started low and got more severe as the experiment went 
on. Most people, when told to by the authority figure in the room, gave lethal shocks. I’d like to think 
that, if I were in the experiment, I would have been one of the few who declined to give the lethal dose 
of electricity. But, I don’t know…
 Being serious, here’s what I would have done:
 Where the guy puts the powder in the drink, I wouldn’t have confronted him, but I probably would 
have said something to the bartender. With the Islamaphobic clerk, I probably would have done nothing–
it’s none of my business, between the two of them. For the child left in a car, I don’t know, I probably 
would have told a local merchant (I don’t carry a cell phone). With the gay couple being bashed by the 
waiter, I would think that two grown men could fend for themselves.

(2011)
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My Involvement in the Underground Press
 

BABELOGUE 
While living in Richmond, Virginia during the time of Desert Storm, I did some temp 
work at the Nabisco factory. I got to fiddle with scientific apparatuses and eat cookies. 
My supervisor was a very nice fellow named Mark Ivanhoe. He wrote a good book, 
Virgintooth. He told me about zines and a magazine called Factsheet Five. A year or so 
later, I purchased a copy of Factsheet Five and found the listing for Mr. Ivanhoe’s zine, 
The Potassium Review. It was offered for trade only.
 In college, rather than pay attention, I would draw odd shapes and lines during 
classes. I had a pile of these scratch and scrawl doodles.  I’d always thought it would be 
cool to name a magazine after the Patti Smith song, “Babelogue.” So, to have something to 
trade for The Potassium Review, I typed up a bunch of nonsense and arranged the doodles 
onto six pages. I went to the copy shop, and Babelogue was born.
 It was an instant hit with my friends. The second issue had a lot of contributions from them. It got a 
positive review in Maximumrocknroll. The fourth issue attracted the attention of Ann Koi, who was doing 
Lumpy Head. By issue five, there were about a dozen contributors. There was no sixth issue. There was 
enough material for one, but I handed the reins over to a friend who didn’t do anything with it.
 
RIP SNAP MEOW 
The writing for Babelogue was pure nonsense. When it came time for my second zine, I attempted complete 
sentences, complete thoughts. I imagined pages of words, one big block. Every little thought that popped into 
my head was put into it. One policy I had was to never go back and change anything. It was a grammatical 
nightmare.
 The first two issues were double-sided, letter-size paper stapled together. Issues three through five were 
folded legal paper. There was poetry, interviews, comics, and columns. My favorite interview was with V2, the 
person who does those anti-alien stickers. The final issue, five, had some great collage work by Dave Kyger.
 The characters Janet & Bob made their first appearance in Babelogue, but their story began to be told in 
Rip Snap Meow. The vulgar serial comic was so popular that I finished the story and printed a comic book.

THE CRISP FABRIC 
The original name of the magazine was Tranquil Breezes, which was suggested by a friend. That first issue 
was pressed in Harrisonburg, Virginia. I later found out that Tranquil Breezes was a line of perfume from 
Victoria’s Secret. When I was looking for an apartment in Nashville, I was also looking for a new name for the 
zine. I was helping a friend’s girlfriend with a crossword, and one of the clues was “the crisp fabric.” That’s 
the origin of that.
 The Crisp Fabric was my writing along with contributions from Ann Koi, Keith Kanderski, Kiki 
Nusbaumer, Karl Wolin, Clay Keith, my brother Stephen, and a whole lot of other people. While working on 
issue two, I discovered paragraphs and the rules of grammar. So began the change from “a guy who writes 
stuff” to a writer.

(2007)
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Punk in Context

 
 “What good fortune for those in power that people do not think.”  
  -Adolph Hitler
 
That quote started my 12th grade final term paper. It was called (don’t laugh) “We All Want to Change the 
World.” The thesis statement was: “The world has become apathetic and ignorant to its own problems, so the 
youth of the seventies and eighties created the Punk Rock counterculture to inform the world of its problems 
and to attempt to create a better living environment.” It seemed true at the time.
 The only punk rock music I really got into is the Dead Kennedys. A great guy I knew in high school, 
Jason Griffith, loaned me the records Give Me Convenience or Give Me Death and In God We Trust, Inc. I 
put them on cassette tape and listened over and over. Jello Biafra’s lyrics championed the outcast. Living in 
a small, rural community in the South gave me plenty of reasons to want to be cast out. There is a strange 
comfort in these lyrics from “In Sight,” “We never talk to him/ He never looks quite right/ He laughs at us, 
so we must beat him up/ What he sees escapes our sight.” (As a grade-schooler, I was deeply moved by “The 
Fool on the Hill,” which had the same theme:  it’s okay to be different.)
 (Going to high school in Appomattox really wasn’t so bad. Everyone pretty much stayed out of my way. 
I pissed some people off in my campaign for Student Council Vice President, but I never got beat up.)
 Another great guy, Tony Russell, gave me my first copy of Maximumrocknroll. I was fascinated as I 
flipped through the pages in study hall. Maximumrocknroll is a non-profit magazine, newsprint, with columns, 
interviews, reviews, and–my favorite–letters. There are a lot of cool advertisements in Maximumrocknroll. It’s 
still being published. I applaud them for keeping it going for so long.
 One time I ordered some buttons and a t-shirt from an ad in Maximumrocknroll. The buttons said things 
like “The Moral Majority is Neither” and “Military Intelligence is a Contradiction in Terms.” The T-shirt had 
a picture of gravestones at Arlington Cemetery and the words, “You don’t die for your country, your country 
kills you.” This was the eighties.
 My fascination with punk culture lasted well into my twenties. I published three zines. While not 
“punk,” they were part of a broader counterculture, a counterculture that barely existed. It is a shame that the 
Maximumrocknroll contingent would only be associated with artists who were what they considered “punk.” I 
read a letter in which some guy was complaining that Maximumrocknroll gave his record a bad review because 
it had an acoustic guitar on it.
 Then there’s this business of “selling out.” I think it was South Park where selling out was defined as: 
“If you work in the entertainment business, and you make any money at all, you’re a sellout.” That’s funny to 
me, but there are a lot of people out there who would take that as gospel.
 I had always considered that the term selling out is about people who make a name for themselves in the 
punk community and then sign with a major label. It’s like a betrayal. For me, I haven’t made much of a name 
for myself in any arena, and the matter of signing with a major label is completely irrelevant–I can’t give my 
totally DIY EP away.
 My opinion is that the day I signed up for a Kroger card is the day I sold out. In Nashville, the Krogers 
were the worst run grocery stores I’ve ever been aware of.  Trading information regarding my purchases with 
such a crummy business for a discount on groceries…
 There are over fifty issues of Maximumrocknroll in the attic. I thought about trying to sell them, but I 
figure they’ll be good for starting fires once civilization collapses.
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 Still, there is a lot of philosophical common ground between myself and punk culture. But, while I may 
have for a while in high school, I do not now regard myself as “punk.” My acoustic guitar just sounds too 
awesome.

(2010)

There’s No Lust in Jazz
 

 “The Marsalis family is the worst thing to happen to jazz–ever.”
  -Robby Phillips

I’m sure I had heard of Wynton the trumpet player, but it was Branford the saxophone player who caught my attention. 
It was on Sting’s first solo album, The Dream of the Blue Turtles. I think Sting wrote some intelligent material for that 
album. Though some think of Sting as just a pompous wanker, I think of him as a highly talented pompous wanker. 
Branford Marsalis’s work on The Dream of the Blue Turtles is good.
 In high school, I’d heard that Ellis Marsalis, the piano player and father, was the jazz professor at Virginia 
Commonwealth University in Richmond. Near the end of my junior year, my band instructor, the totally awesome 
cool Mr. Coffee, told me about a summer jazz improvisation class at VCU, under the direction of Ellis Marsalis. So, 
I made an audition tape.
 I must have been the only bass player who applied, since I was the only one there. There were two drummers, 
a piano player, two guitarists, a couple horns, four or five alto saxophone players, and one baritone saxophone player, 
Phillip–he was my roommate. There was also an orchestral program and a choir program, involving some girls I 
found attractive.
 What did I know about romance? I hung out with this girl Emily a lot during that week in June 1987. She lived 
in Richmond, about two hours away from where I lived. We sat in the lobby and just stared at each other for maybe 
ten minutes. It was strangely cool. They had activities for the students, one evening everyone went to a baseball game. 
Emily and I sat in the nosebleeds and talked the whole time, mostly about New Age religion. We exchanged ‘phone 
numbers, but, as I sometimes do, I ended up turning her off with my poorly improvised telephone dialogue.
 Anyway, the week was supposed to be about jazz improvisation. I had my 1979 Fender Precision bass, 
my Peavey amplifier, and the most basic notions of what jazz is all about. Mr. Marsalis was not impressed. 
My ear wasn’t the best, so in order for me to hear the string I was tuning, I would take my hand off the tuning 
peg and pluck the string again, so I could hear it. As soon as I took my fingers off the tuning peg, he would say 
in exasperation, “Can’t you tell that’s not in tune?” Mr. Coffee had once said it’s an old joke to say a note is 
“close enough for jazz.” One time, I said to Mr. Marsalis, “It’s close enough–” I didn’t have the nerve to finish 
the joke. I think he knew what I was going to say and was not happy about it. He was like, “No it’s not.”
 We worked on Miles Davis’s “So What” and Duke Ellington’s “Things Ain’t What They Used to Be.” 
“So What” has a fun bassline; I was never very good at reading music, but I figured the part out and practiced 
every spare moment. When I got it down, Phillip told me I was too mechanical, and I should “swing it.” I had 
no idea what he was talking about. “Things Ain’t What They Used to Be” is a standard 12-bar piece. I ended 
up improvising most of it, but I was supposed to learn a bassline. Mr. Marsalis wrote it on the chalkboard and 
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had me write it in my notebook. As he wrote, I noticed he had a note that wasn’t in the scale. I mentioned it, 
and there was a gasp of horror from the class. Mr. Marsalis said, “Just write it down.”
 One of the horn players asked Mr. Marsalis if his solos were getting better. Mr. Marsalis said, “Y’all 
are like a little girl who looks in the mirror each day to see if her tits are growing.” On another occasion, he 
said, “When you perform jazz, you are naked. You are exposed.” I would like to have said, “Of course you’re 
naked…you’re masturbating.”
 Mr. Marsalis had a Q&A session with everyone from the music program. One girl asked what he thought 
of Branford’s work on the Sting album. He said, “I only listened to the one called ‘The Dream of the Blue 
Turtles.’” It’s the title track, an instrumental that’s the only thing resembling jazz on the whole album. Could 
you imagine if you worked with one of the biggest names in the music industry, recorded a hit album, toured, 
became recognized worldwide, and then when you have the album for your father to listen to, he says, “I only 
want to hear it if it’s jazz”?
 Through the week, my dislike for the man grew. Yet, it was one of the coolest things to ever happen to 
me when the piano player had to be away, and Mr. Marsalis sat in. I got to jam with Ellis Marsalis.
 On the last day of class, he had his camera and was taking pictures of the students. I was standing with 
my bass. When he held the camera in front of me, I asked, “Do you want me to pretend to be playing it?” He 
then gave me the best advice I’ve ever gotten from anyone: “Just do what you’re doing.”
 I attended VCU for a while, and most students I knew who had been in the jazz program said that 
Ellis Marsalis is an asshole. I heard there was a left-handed upright bass player who had always played the 
instrument left-handed. Mr. Marsalis told him that he’d have to play it right-handed. The guy didn’t last a 
week.

(2008)

A Moral Obligation

This statement will more’n likely get a lot of hate emanated in my general direction. I didn’t care for Clerks. 
It championed the idea that customers are the enemy. I’ve worked a lot of retail and I hate that attitude.
 My first full-time retail gig was at a Radio Shack in Franklin, TN. They had a horrible system of not 
paying a decent hourly wage and basing the paycheck mostly on commission. It pitted employees against each 
other, and only customers who seem interested in big-ticket items were treated nicely. I was encouraged to 
break the law, rewarded for it. The manager told me that when you replace a watch battery, you can charge an 
extra five dollars for the installation–but, he told me not to tell the customer that you’re going to charge them. 
He said to wait until I have someone who doesn’t look like they’re paying attention, and slip in the five-dollar 
fee. Every time I did that, I’d get an extra dollar on our paycheck. I did it once and felt terrible. The assistant 
manager once told me, “You know what your problem is, Dave? You take the customer’s side way too often.”
 My first job was in 1985, working for an older brother. It was a painting business, and my duty was to 
putty holes. Eight hours a day in the Texas summer, puttying holes. After about a week, my brother came to me 
and said, “Dave, you’re doing a good job, but you’re going too slow. You’re not making me any money. I’m 
paying you five dollars an hour, so you’ve got to be worth at least seven to me.” Thus formed my work ethic: 
The function of the employee is to make money for the company.
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 The theory goes that the more the company makes, the more likely it is that they’ll give you a raise. In 
retail, the nicer time customers have in the store, the more likely they’ll come back and spend more money.
I think it goes beyond that, however. I believe that retail institutions have a moral obligation to give the 
customers a pleasant shopping experience. Treat others the way you’d like to be treated and all that jazz. It 
doesn’t take any extra work to be polite.
 After Radio Shack, I did some work in a video store. When it was just the manager and me in the store, 
we had a system all figured out: I run the store while he talks to his friends on the telephone. I would have co-
workers come up to me and ask personal questions while I was with a customer. One co-worker would answer 
every customer who asked how she was doing with an, “Oh, I’m so tired. It’s been such a long day for me.” 
No one wants to hear that.
 I volunteered at the Appomattox Visitor Center for a while. I knew a good bit about the area from living 
here most of my life. I learned some about the Historical Park and the end of the Civil War and stuff, but 
there were constantly questions that I didn’t know the answers to. Most visitors were nice, but there were big 
enough douches to cause me to realize that I’m not suited for working with the public.

(2011)

 

Famous People I’ve Met

Paul Williams • When we first moved to Austin, we heard that he was performing at a mall. We went to the 
show. Most people have no idea who Paul Williams is, I’m sure. He’s a singer and songwriter who was popular 
in the seventies. As far as I was concerned, the only thing he did was write “Rainbow Connection,” the song 
Kermit the Frog sang in The Muppet Movie. It was so cool to see him perform it. After the show, he signed 
autographs. I don’t remember if I said anything to him.

Tom Landry •  It was the mid-eighties. I was living in Elgin, Texas and was working for my brother as a 
house painter. We were painting the house next door to Mr. Landry. I was painting, scraping, or something 
and he came around on his golf cart.  I said a startled, “Hi,” and he smiled and said, “Hello.” He sent my 
brother a letter to thank him for not getting overspray on his house.

Ellis Marsalis • When I was in high school, I took a weeklong jazz workshop at Virginia Commonwealth 
University. Mr. Marsalis was the instructor.

Charlie Chase • I was working at a Radio Shack at Cool Springs mall in Franklin, Tennessee–it was the 
mid nineties. A little boy came in and bought an AC adapter. I asked if he wanted a bag, and he said no. A few 
minutes later, the boy came back with his father, who turned out to be Charlie Chase, co-host of the syndicated 
Crook & Chase television show. He was upset that I let a little kid walk around the mall with merchandise and 
no bag. He said that people would think he stole it. That made sense, and I gave the kid a bag.

Peter Frampton • Okay, I didn’t actually meet Peter Frampton. He came into the Radio Shack, and he just 
looked like some old guy. I was about to ask if I could help him, then a co-worker jumped in and took over. I 
was walking around the store when a customer asked me if I knew who that guy was. I said that I didn’t, and 
the customer said that it’s Peter Frampton.
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In Nashville, I was in the same restaurant at the same time as Mark Knopfler, who I share a birthday with. 
Al Gore’s motorcade passed me when I was at a stoplight downtown one evening. A friend of mine named 
JB from the tavern I frequented engineered Garth Brooks’s last album, and his former assistant became the 
last engineer to work for Frank Zappa. A girlfriend and I saw David Byrne in Norfolk, Virginia and again in 
Nashville. We stood up front, and I looked deeply into his eyes a whole bunch.

(2004)

Concerts I’ve Seen

David Lee Roth (Roanoke, Virginia) 1986 • My brother Mike took my brother Steve and me to our first 
concert. It was wild. I had only the vaguest notion of who Steve Vai was, but was thoroughly impressed with 
his performance, especially the extended guitar solo. Steve Vai is a former Frank Zappa employee who is a 
complete monster on the guitar.

Pink Floyd (Chapel Hill, North Carolina) 1988 • My high school best friend, Matt, and I were walking 
around the local mall, and we bumped into John, a friend from catechism. We just happened to notice that 
tickets for Pink Floyd were on sale. We bought tickets and went to the concert. It was awesome. I was really 
into their album, A Momentary Lapse of Reason, and they played the whole thing. It wasn’t long afterwards, 
though, that I denounced the album and the tour because Roger Waters wasn’t involved. Roger Waters was the 
original bassist and became the primary songwriter.

Prince (Richmond, Virginia) 1988 • Tickets were on sale when I first moved into the dormitory. I bought 
two because I was certain that, by the time of the concert, I would have someone to take. The second ticket 
never got used. The show was pretty good, but I didn’t like how religious it was. Sheila E. played drums. It 
was the Lovesexy tour.

R.E.M. (Richmond, Virginia/Roanoke, Virginia) 1989/1990 • Some friends and I camped out at the 
coliseum to get tickets for the Richmond performance. I had some health difficulties at the time of the show in 
Richmond, so I couldn’t fully appreciate it. It meant a lot to me that I was able to attend the concert, though. I 
did enjoy the show in Roanoke. They played Syd Barrett’s “Dark Globe,” which was a pleasant surprise.

The Rolling Stones (Washington, D.C.) 1989 • I saw an ad for the concert tickets on the bulletin board 
of the local record store. The guy working there had put up the ad. I bought the tickets, having no idea how I 
was going to get up to D.C. on that night. I had no car. I called a friend named Conn from the dormitory days, 
and he had a car and was available, so the two of us saw the Rolling Stones. It was the Steel Wheels tour, the 
last one with Bill Wyman. Living Color opened. 

Butthole Surfers (Richmond, Virginia) 1989 • It was at Twisters, a small club on Grace Street. The 
place was packed. They only had the one drummer, but I don’t remember much about the music. I don’t think 
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I owned any of their albums. They showed movies of surgeries on the wall, I didn’t look at that much. There 
were a couple of strippers on the stage. Somehow, I found a place to sit on top of the booths, a good bit off the 
ground. It was a crazy evening.

10,000 Maniacs (Richmond, Virginia) 1990 • I went with a roommate. When I bought the tickets I 
thought they were in the third row. It turned out they were in the third row of the balcony. Camper Van 
Beethoven opened, it was an entertaining evening.

Public Enemy (Richmond, Virginia) 1991 • There were a bunch of opening acts. The ones I remember 
are Naughty by Nature, the Geto Boys, and Queen Latifah. Public Enemy was good, even though they only 
played for about forty-five minutes. At the end of the show, they hung a Klansman in effigy. I was one of few 
Caucasians in attendance, and as I was walking to the door, a fellow behind me said, “Get a rope.”

Chet Atkins (Richmond, Virginia) 1992 • A roommate and good friend, Brian, went with me to this free 
concert on the waterfront. We didn’t hang out for too long, I think we waited to see one totally rippin’ guitar 
solo before we left. He did an anti-televangelist song, it was pretty cool.

Sonic Youth (Richmond, Virginia) 1992 • It was an outdoor show on the riverfront. It rained, and I was 
in the crazy pit area up front. I was head-to-toe covered in mud. The only song they did that I recognized was, 
“Expressway to Your Skull.” It was a lot of fun.

David Byrne (Norfolk, Virginia/Nashville, Tennessee) 1994/1996 • The first show was during the 
time that the comet was crashing into Jupiter. The two performances couldn’t have been more different. In 
Norfolk, it was a four-piece band, and they wore matching black outfits. There were several colorful costume 
changes in Nashville; the suit he wore when he walked out was made of synthetic grass. It was a very colorful 
and flamboyant show, contrasting with the dark, straight ahead rock of the Norfolk performance.

Brian Setzer Orchestra (Nashville, Tennessee) 1998 • Nashville had free concerts on the waterfront 
in the summer. A bunch of my pals and I checked this show out. It was amazing. Famous guitar players 
probably feel pressure to perform really well when playing in Nashville, because many people in the audience 
are guitar players. 

Michael Bolton (Nashville, Tennessee) 1998 • A girl I used to date lived in Nashville, and she was 
looking to make her current boyfriend jealous, so she invited me to the Michael Bolton concert at the big 
amphitheater. I had nothing else to do, so I went. There is not anything I remember about the performance. She 
also took me to see Lyle Lovett under the same pretense. That was okay, I guess–at least I got to see a concert 
at the historic Ryman Theater.

Book of Kills (Harrisonburg, Virginia) 2003 • Book of Kills is not a big name, major label act, and The 
Little Grill is hardly a coliseum, but the show was so totally rocking. This was the final performance with my 
friends Brian and Dustin in the band. It’s a shame that they didn’t do more than that one show together, they 
clearly rehearsed and rehearsed and got it right. Book of Kills is the creation of Jim Shelley. It’s pretty much 
Jim and whoever he’s playing with at the time.
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Also, I saw Bob Mould at a club in Richmond and Dread Zeppelin at a club in Nashville. One time in Nashville, 
I was at a music festival with some co-workers, and we knew that Randy Newman was playing. I insisted that 
we go over for just a couple of minutes, just so we could tell people we saw Randy Newman.

(2004)

Best & Worst

I was about eleven, by myself in the house my family rented in Austin, Texas. It was the early days of cable, 
we had HBO. I’d seen advertisements for the movie that was coming on. I decided to watch it. It disturbed me 
so much that, even now, I would not want to see it again. I wouldn’t even want to see a still photo from it. I 
felt so sorry for him, it brought out such deep feelings in me. That’s why I pick The Elephant Man as the most 
well-made, most powerful movie I’ve seen.

My two nominees for worst movie ever are Death Wish and Friday. Both were loaned to me by neighbors 
when I lived in Nashville. Both movies transcended entertainment and became “morality tales.”
 When I popped Death Wish into my VCR, I was looking forward to a good “revenge flick.” In a “revenge 
flick,” the protagonist is wronged, then he (or she) tracks down the people who wronged him and kills them. 
Mad Max is the perfect example. But in Death Wish, Charles Bronson couldn’t find the people who had 
wronged him, so he went and killed a bunch of other people–people who he thought might maybe be criminals. 
The character’s actions inspired vigilante action all over the country, he became a hero.
 Friday, however, makes more troubling moral points. I didn’t find it very funny when it was trying to be 
a comedy (and I was even in the “appropriate” frame of mind). But when Ice Cube’s father raised his fists and 
said, “This is what makes you a man,” I nearly vomited. Fist fighting isn’t what makes you a man, pal, turning 
the other cheek is. When Ice Cube got into a fight with the neighborhood bully, no, he didn’t use a gun, but he hit 
him in the head with a brick. Is that better? And then, when Chris Tucker had to pay off the drug dealer, he paid 
him with money he stole. Moral points: violence is the answer, and it’s okay to steal from white people.
 I was flicking around the television some time ago and saw a bit of some “family” film with Ice Cube. 
He was driving around with some little kids, trying to get them into 50 Cent. One kid said, “Do you have any 
Justin Timberlake or Clay Aiken?” Ice Cube replied along the lines of, “In my neighborhood, you could get 
shot for listening to that kind of music.” If a video clip arose of Ice Cube getting shot in the head, I’d wait as 
long as it takes to download it.

(2005)
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A Redneck Story

My temp agency got me a gig working at a factory. The regular employees would bring in radios and invariably 
play country music. Working second shift, I’d like to at least be able to hear “All Things Considered.” The 
other day, a girl brought a radio over to where we were working and asked me what station I wanted to listen 
to. I said, “Public Radio,” phrasing it almost as a question, to ask if it’s all right with her. She said, “No, it’s 
my brother’s.”

(1996)

Running For Things

At the grade school in Croswell, Michigan, I pretty much got along with everyone. My best friends were Pat, 
Mark, and Dwayne. I wanted to run for Student Council, and my three friends were behind me. For some reason, 
the only office I could run for was Treasurer. I don’t remember much of anything else about the campaign, only 
that I lost. I may have given a speech.
 At the junior high school in Elgin, Texas, I ran for Treasurer, lost. In tenth grade, I attended Appomattox 
County High School, in Appomattox, Virginia. I started making trouble from the get go. Some kid had gotten 
expelled for having some strange, far out haircut. I made a petition to get the kid back in school, and over two 
hundred students signed it. I wrote a letter to the editor of the local paper about it. The kid shaved his head and 
was let back into school.
 So, I decided to run for Student Council Vice President. That was the highest office a sophomore could run 
for.  The other candidate was a junior named D.L., she was in the popular clique. A day or so into the campaign, 
I asked my brother Stephen to draw me a poster that had an Izod alligator and the universal “No” symbol (a red 
circle with a diagonal line). Izod was a brand of clothing that trendy kids wore, the shirts had small alligators 
embroidered on them. The poster did not go over well. It wasn’t up for an hour before it got tore down.
 I put up fliers with a copy of the letter to the editor and the words, “Wouldn’t you vote for the student 
who wrote this letter?” Also, I put up smaller signs behind them that said, “There was a campaign sign for 
Dave Brandt here, but someone tore it down.”
 A couple of the teachers were really supportive. The school was divided, but D.L. pulled a last-minute 
stunt that put her over the top–she taped little pieces of paper that said, “There’s more to being Vice President 
than writing letters,” on every locker.
 I ran for Student Council President in eleventh grade, it was a quiet race, the guy who won was a 
genuinely nice fellow. As a senior, I didn’t even get elected to Homeroom Representative. I did finally win 
something…Band President.
 Later, I was twenty-one, fairly stupid, and interested in politics. I was living in the capital of Virginia, 
making a living as a house painter. I had completed very little college. But, I thought I’d have a shot at 
City Council. The first step was to go to City Hall and get the petition. I would have needed an awful lot of 
signatures to get on the ballot.
 This was 1992, and a few years earlier, I had a landlord who had run for City Council, R.G. I heard that 
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he was running again. I was in a different district as R.G., so I sent him a letter asking if he would give me 
some advice. I said that if I decided not to run, I would support him. He came to my apartment and talked about 
things like subsidies. I didn’t even know what a subsidy was. The district I lived in didn’t include Virginia 
Commonwealth University, so I really didn’t have a shot. I don’t think I even got a dozen signatures.
 So, I learned a bit about what it’s like to run a campaign for City Council. Not much fun placing fliers on 
people’s doorsteps. When I got to an apartment building, I just left fliers on the ground floor by the mailboxes. 
R.G. told me I should go to each door in the building. Screw that, that’s an awful lot of stairs to climb. On 
Election Day, I stood in front of the polling place in the poor neighborhood and handed out fliers. It turned out 
that that precinct is the only one R.G. won. He lost big everywhere else.
 When the polls closed, I went home and made potato pancakes. Then, all the campaign workers met at some 
restaurant. There was some big spread, but I wasn’t hungry because I just ate. I ordered a rum and coke, drank it, and 
left. Later, it occurred to me that maybe R.G. wasn’t planning on paying for my drink. He did anyway.

(2011)

To and From School

My family lived in California briefly, I was in kindergarten. Six years old, in the city, I walked to kindergarten 
all by myself. It was just a few blocks. But, no one nowadays would let a six-year-old walk to school alone. 
Would they?
 Then we moved to Michigan. I’m sure it’s worth plenty on eBay now, but the book section of my fourth 
grade classroom had a Peanuts alphabet book. G was gay. There was a picture of Snoopy dancing in a field 
and the caption was, “Snoopy is gay.” I swear.
 My brother and I had a long school bus ride. My mom has said that we were technically on the bus too 
long–it was illegal. Some woman from the County followed us to school one day and said that we were on the 
bus too long, but there was nothing they could do. Anyway, it was rural Michigan and we literally had to walk 
a half-mile to the bus stop every morning, in the cold and snow. I swear.
 Anyway, the kids on the bus would tease me. One of them asked me if I was gay, and–thinking of how happy 
Snoopy was–I said, “Yes.” Every kid on the bus must have asked me if I was gay, and I kept saying, “Yes.”
 Some kid bet me $100 that I’d be married by the time I was twenty-five. I wasn’t. If you’re reading this, 
whoever you are, it’s P.O. Box 523, Spout Spring, VA 24593. Make the check payable to David Brandt.
 It was on the school bus that I heard that Elvis had died.
 I went to Catholic school in Austin, TX for fifth and sixth grades. I could walk or bike to school. When I 
walked, I passed a gas station on the other side of the street. Some older kid would whistle at me, then when I 
looked, he’d give me the finger. Scared the hell out of me. One time I hit a loose piece of asphalt with my bike 
and got all bloody and broke a tooth.
 When we moved to Elgin, I had to ride the bus again. Hated people. I bought rechargeable batteries and 
a battery charger. If I left it going overnight, I’d have enough juice to listen to my walkman on the bus ride to 
and from school. I had some Rolling Stones, Jimi Hendrix, Pink Floyd, Deep Purple, and other classic rock 
cassettes. A girl on the bus acted like she really thought I was cute… just stared at me. I figured that any girl 
who found me attractive must be so crazy I wouldn’t want to have anything to do with her. She ended up going 
with my best friend on the bus, Bors. He was cool, we played Dungeons and Dragons a lot. One time some 
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little kid hit me with a spitball, so I grabbed him by the neck and chewed him out. A few days later, his older 
brother followed the bus to my stop, and he pushed me around a bit.
 In high school here in Appomattox, I had a big red truck to drive to school. I usually gave my friend 
Keith a ride. We would stop at the gas station and each buy a Tastycake and a Jolt every morning. On school 
picture day, Keith saw that I was wearing a Pink Floyd t-shirt. He insisted that I borrow a nice, white, long 
sleeve shirt. That was very nice of him.

(2010)

The Van Halen Syndrome

Into my possession came a DVD of a Van Halen concert, 1983. I’m not like a super-duper Van Halen fan, but I 
have a few of their albums and enjoy listening to them. I’ve always respected them as exceedingly competent 
musicians with good creative streaks.
 There’s a “backstage party” sequence at the beginning of the video where David Lee Roth toasts to 
“Alcoholics Unanimous.” It looked like he had probably also smoked a good bit of weed and done a pile of 
cocaine.
 His vocal performance was less than adequate. He was so wacked out on drugs that all he was capable 
of doing was running around like a complete idiot. So, what he did was run around like a complete idiot. 
Stumbling, slurring, babbling…
 …And he was being cheered on by thousands of people. Is there any other line of work in which a person 
could get away with such a thing?

(2010)

MCA 

Except for maybe Richard Pryor and Fred Rogers, I’ve never been so affected by the death of a celebrity. It’s 
hard to even say why.
 Glass of Milk, my high school band, covered “Fight for Your Right to Party.” I, along with most people, 
thought of the Beastie Boys as something of a joke. When I started hanging out with the college crowd, 
I couldn’t believe that they were taking the Beastie Boys seriously. Then, I gave a serious listen to Paul’s 
Boutique, their sophomore album.
 It was an exponential leap in awesomeness from Licensed to Ill. It is considered one of the best rap 
albums ever, perhaps even the album that turned rap into an art form. I bought Check Your Head when it came 
out a few years later. It was even more awesome than Paul’s Boutique. I taped Ill Communication, their fourth 
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album, from a friend. (Their performance on Saturday Night Live to support that album is one of the greatest 
performances on that show.) I didn’t feel that the album was as awesome as Check Your Head. The exponential 
leaps had stopped, the Beastie Boys had begun to plateau. I lost interest.
 It had always been hard to pin down the members of the Beastie Boys, hard to put to faces to voices. 
It was enlightening to see the three of them on Charlie Rose. I finally was able to put faces to the names. 
The interview itself has got to be the worst train wreck Charlie Rose ever conducted. He was completely 
unprepared. His first question was, “How are the three of you different?” What the hell is that? He even asked 
them what their favorite flavor of ice cream is. He flat out admitted that he didn’t do any research, he just got 
questions from people on the internet. AD Rock tore Charlie Rose apart. It was beautiful.
 If I had been paying attention to the Beastie Boys, I would have known that MCA was struggling with 
cancer, and it wouldn’t have been such a shock to learn of his death. It was on Facebook that I found out. I 
feel like his passing has left a hole in the world. I can’t imagine the other two going on with the band, so the 
Beastie Boys have died, too. But, I guess what’s probably the main thing that’s affecting me is that I’ve always 
associated the Beastie Boys with youth. I was a kid when they came out, they were always so energetic.
 Just a few hours ago, I looked at my Check Your Head CD credits, and now I know that MCA was the 
bass player. I never even knew that. None of the news stories I’ve seen have mentioned that he was the bassist. 
This is not your typical “dead rock star” story. No drug overdose, no scandals, stable family life. The New York 
Times described him as a “practicing Buddhist.” That’s so legit. 

(2012)

I am too Damn Polite 

It’s all the retail karma I built up when I worked for Radio Shack all those years ago. Asking people for their 
names and addresses when all they’re doing is buying stuff…horrendous. With the advent of e-mail, things 
have moved beyond the comically impolite Radio Shack and into the legitimate business world.
 Probably the first time I was asked for an e-mail address in a retail scenario was with the record store 
Plan 9 (I could devote a full blog to how much they suck). They didn’t even ask me if I wanted a Plan 9 card, 
let alone tell me that they were singing me up for one. The guy just started asking me for information. I am 
just too polite, I sheepishly gave them my personal details.
 I have three main e-mail addresses:  personal, junk, and public. Of course, I give the junk address to 
places that ask for one. It’s always filled to the top with, well, junk. I pay dearly for a post office box because 
I don’t want any mail going into the mailbox before my home. My driver’s license has my post office box 
address. My post office box is good enough for the DMV, but not for Plan 9.  I told them I didn’t want any 
mail delivered to the street address, and–good for them–they didn’t.
 It happened at Barnes & Noble and a few other places–where they ask for my e-mail address without 
giving any reason why.  The greatest indignity happened at CVS today. The guy said if I “updated” my e-mail 
address, they’ll send me a coupon for 20% off. I wanted to say, “No,” but I’m just too polite. Then–this actu-
ally happened–the guy turned his computer screen to me and had me enter the e-mail in myself. I’m typing 
and thinking, “This is ridiculous.”

(2012)


